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Home Care Solutions

PET to Pager: Easy Calling
A Personal Emergency Transmitter (PET) signaling directly
to a Caregiver Pager is an affordable, easy to use solution
for an elderly person to call for help. Caregiver Pagers can
be placed in another room to alert a busy caregiver that
help is needed.

2588 PET

3501 Pager

Door Switch to Pager: Reduce Risks
The Wireless Magnetic Door Switch signals a Caregiver
Pager when a door is opened. It can also be installed on
windows, cupboards, gates and even your fridge or oven,
making it a versatile device for reducing the risk of falls,
wandering and self harm in a home environment.
With an integrated call button it can also be used as a
panic / call button.

3503 Wireless Magnetic
Door Switch.

3501 Pager

Callpoint to Pager: Emergency Falls
A bathroom Waterproof Wireless Callpoint with Caregiver
Pager will provide you peace of mind should anyone suffer
a fall when using the toilet or shower. The pull cord makes
the call point accessible even after a fall, water resistance
allows use in a shower, and long battery life means very
little maintenance.

2558 Wireless
Call Button

3501 Pager

Cordless Bed Pad to Pager: FallAlert
A basic solution to prevent falls in a private residence,
respite centre or private surgery. Use a Cordless Bed / Chair
Pad or Floor Mat together with a Caregiver Pager so you
can provide assistance when it is needed.

3501 Pager
2662 Cordless Bed Pad
2663 Cordless Floor Mat
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Facility Solutions

FallAlert Output to ActiveCare Console
3502
Wireless Handset
2662
Cordless Bed Pad

cura1 provides a range of falls management
solutions for aged and health care facilities.
Our bed and chair cordless fall detection
devices signal directly to the Caregiver Pagers
or to our ActiveCare Console which can be
located at a central nurse station.

3501 Pager
3500 ActiveCare
Console

2663
Cordless Floor Mat

DoorAlert Prevent Wandering
Elderly people suffering from Dementia and
Alzheimer’s may require extra monitoring
due to their tendency to wander. In order to
ensure their well being and safety, Door
Monitors can be mounted next to exits, and a
Resident Wristband Transmitter placed on
the at-risk resident. When they approach a
protected door, the caregiver will be alerted
to prevent their exiting the facility.

2552 Door Monitor
3501 Pager
3500 ActiveCare
Console

10M

5M

2572 Resident
Wristband Transmitter

1.5M

Nurse Call System Custom Solutions
cura1 offers a number of different monitoring options. Perhaps you have need of monitoring multiple patients and need
several solutions in the same area. The ActiveCare Console allows up to sixty devices to be monitored from a single
location. Caregivers can easily assign what number should be displayed during alarm events, and signals will be forwarded
to the Caregiver Pagers of on-site caregivers.

3503 Wireless
Magnetic Door
Switch

2588 Personal
Emergency
Transmitter

3500
ActiveCare Console
2661 Cordless
Chair Pads

3502
Wireless
Handset

2572
Resident
Wristband
Transmitter

2552 Door
Monitor

2721 iBeam

2662 Cordless Bed Pads

2558 Wireless
Call Button

3501 Pager
2663 Cordless Floor Mat
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Cordless Floor Mat 2624

ActiveCare Console 3500

Cordless Pads and Floor Mat 2629, 2630, 2624

The ActiveCare Console can be placed on a desk or
be wall-mounted, and is suitable for hospital wards
or aged care facilities. Large LEDs are easily visible
from a distance, and straightforward programming
allows caregivers to quickly add wireless devices
and assign a 2-digit number to display during
alarms. Signals can be forwarded to a Caregiver
Pager, or up to two additional displays can be used
to further extend the wireless coverage in the
facility.

Our unique Cordless Pad and Mat design
eliminates the tripping hazard posed by the cables
of most pressure sensing pads and mats used in
falls management solutions. Our Cordless Pads
incorporate built-in transmitters, to ensure alarms
get through, even if temporarily interfered with by
another device. In typical indoor environments,
our Cordless Pads and Mats can be up to 20-25m
from the ActiveCare Console, allowing facilities to
save the cost of using an alarm monitor in every
room. They can also be paired directly with a
Caregiver Pager when used at home or in small
areas.

Caregiver Pager 3501

Personal Emergency Transmitter (PET) 2588

Caregiver Pagers have a numeric display that will
show the alarm type and the call ID will match the
display assigned at the ActiveCare Console.
Alternatively devices can be paired directly with the
Caregiver Pager when used in smaller areas like a
private residence, respite centre or private surgery.

Personal Emergency Transmitters (PET) can be worn
on the lanyard provided, or on a patient’s wrist using
an optional strap. The large button is easy to press,
and a reassurance LED will turn on to confirm the
PET is transmitting. Use together with a Caregiver
Pager for an economical solution at home.

DoorAlert Monitor 2552

Wireless Call Button with Pull Cord 2558

Door Monitors should be affixed next to protected
doors and exits. They emit a visual and audible
alert when a Resident Wristband Transmitter
approaches. The Door Monitors also transmit an
alarm to an ActiveCare Console or Caregiver Pager.

Wireless Callpoints are water resistant and can be
used in bathrooms and wet areas to alert
caregivers when a resident or patient requires
assistance. The pull cord makes the callpoint
accessible even after a fall. Integrated reset button.

Resident Wristband Transmitter 2572

iBeam 2721 with EzyStand 2723

cura1 Wristband Transmitters are worn by patients
and residents for wandering prevention and
detection.

Simple, practical and versatile. Detect movement
within a precise detection zone. With our sturdy,
adjustable-height EzyStand, precise positioning of
the iBeam could not be simpler.

Wireless Magnetic Door Switch 3503

Wireless Handset 3502

Detects when a door or window has been opened
and sends a wireless signal to a receiver unit.
Perfect for anti-wandering systems. Built-in call
button extends usage options eg. use it as a
portable panic button.

Wireless Handsets have a large rubber call button,
and an integrated call-cancel button. A mounting
bracket allows for convenient storage when not in
use.
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Caregiving Concepts
In aged care there are two basic types of monitoring that can help caregivers improve
the quality and efficiency of care. We call these passive and active monitoring:
Passive monitoring devices give some sort of alert without the patient or resident
deliberately triggering an alarm. These include bed / chair exit alarms for fall
management, door monitors to prevent wandering of dementia patients, or the
versatile iBeam which can be used in many situations.
Active monitoring devices means the patient actively participates by pressing a
button. The most common example of active monitoring is a nurse call button or
Personal Emergency Transmitter (PET) used by a patient or resident to request a
caregiver provide assistance or to call for help.
cura1 is introducing the ActiveCare family of products to provide a flexible set of
passive and active monitoring solutions for caregivers of the elderly. We understand
that every situation is different, so mix and match the components you need to build
a solution that’s tailored just for you!
Our fully trained and accredited customer service network is ready to assist you in
designing the solution that meets your needs.

